Abstract. The voltage of power grid will drop when the units pump water in the pumped storage power station.This paper uses the method of simulation and field test to study effect of reactive power regulation on the power grid in the pumped storage power station,which will provide reference for voltage regulation of pumped storage units and meet the peak load regulation of power grid and acceptance of wind power requirements.
Introduction
With capacity of wind power increasing, the units in pumped storage power station is required to operate under the pumping condition in order to improve ability of the peak load regulation of power grid and accept more clean energy,which will cause the bus voltage of power station too low to meet the operation requirement of power grid.Therefore, it is urgent to study effect of reactive power regulation on the power grid in the pumped storage power station in order to meet the peak load regulation of power grid and acceptance of wind power requirements.
Brief introduction to the the operation principle of pumped storage units
As a kind of synchronous motor, the pumped storage units can be operated under the condition of generator and motor. The vector diagram of the pumped storage unit is shown in fig.1 . 
According to the above formulas, it can be deduced that:
According to the formula 6, the power angle characteristics of pumped storage unit can be drawed, as shown in fig.2 . 
The Parameters of pumped storage units and situation of field test
The capacity of pumped storage power station is 4×300MW，the main technical parameters are shown in table1 and table2. There are 3 pumped storage units are operated under pumping condition at the same time in the field test, auxiliary power maintains normal operation mode and automatic excitation runs stably. Gradually increasing the excitation current,the output of reactive power will be risen.It is needed to record the initial operating parameters when the reactive power Q=0MVar,which is shown in table3. Table 3 The field test data of pumped storage units Serial number During the field test, the voltage varies with the reactive power changing which is shown in fig.3 and fig.4 . 
Conclusions
This paper illustrates that the pumped storage units can be operated under the condition of generator and motor.The pumped storage unit consumes a large amount of reactive power when it is operated under the pumping condition,which will lead to the dorp of power system voltage.So the wind power will be abandoned if the pumped storage unit can not be operated under the pumping condition,which will effects the peak load regulation of power system. The reactive power can be produced by the pumped storage unit under the pumping condition, which will raise the system voltage. Therefore, the conclusion of this paper has guiding significance for the operation of pumped storage unit.
